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bstract
mall and medium-sized technology-based companies are recognized as essential for the economy and business activity. The purpose of this article
s to study how the technological innovation process occurs in small and medium technology-based companies located in the metropolitan region
f the Paraíba Valley and North Coast – Brazil. The theoretical framework used is composed by six our models of innovation: the technology push,
he market pull, the coupling innovation process, the functional integration innovation process, the systems integration and networking innovation
rocess and open innovation. It was used in this research the multiple case studies with a qualitative approach. Data were collected through semi-
tructured interviews with owner-managers. The sample consisted of four small and medium technology-based companies of metropolitan region
f the Paraíba Valley and North Coast – Brazil. In the data analysis, there was an intra and cross case analysis in order to verify the similarities
nd differences of the cases studied. As a result of observation of innovation development models adopted by companies, it appears that the model
s closer to what was proposed in the chain interactions model. The development of innovation depends on the type of economic activity that is
eveloped by the company and the interactions it has with internal and external environment. It was concluded that the small and medium-sized
echnology-based companies do not innovate in a systematic way, but intuitively and very focused on the ideas of its founders. They innovate
ocusing for meeting the requirements of customers and the needs observed in the market. The formation of partnerships is still viewed warily by
he leaders and owners.
 2016 Departamento de Administrac¸a˜o, Faculdade de Economia, Administrac¸a˜o e Contabilidade da Universidade de Sa˜o Paulo – FEA/USP.
ublished by Elsevier Editora Ltda. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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For centuries, innovation has been a phenomenon that
erves a single purpose: to make life more comfortable for
umans (Kotsemir & Meissner, 2013). Complementing this
dea, Leiponen and Helfat (2010) argue that many times the
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lso organizations as a whole.
Given this statement, innovation processes are fundamental
o give competitive strength to companies. Innovations actions
ndertaken in this process can be motivated by entrepreneurial
ntentions as to meet new market demands; to add value to
xisting products and services; and to generate new products or
ervices. Such actions reflect organizational competencies that
enew the competitive vigor and contribute to the longevity of the
nterprise (Freeman & Soete, 1997; Leiponen & Helfat, 2010).
To understand how innovation occurs in small and medium
nterprises (SMEs), two essential processes are shown: the
istrac¸a˜o e Contabilidade da Universidade de Sa˜o Paulo – FEA/USP. Published
p://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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cquisition of new knowledge and design of new working
ethod on the lines of production of goods and services.
herefore, for innovation to occurs, it is necessary to develop
anagement systems and exploration of subjective capital,
hich is knowledge, which can be applied for use of organiza-
ional resources allowing a new production process (Leiponen
 Helfat, 2010; Musiolik, Markard, & Hekkert, 2012).
To explain the occurrence of innovation based on these pro-
esses, some authors like Myers and Marquis (1969), Kline
1978), Rothwell and Zegveld (1985), Kline and Rosenberg
1986), Rothwell (1992) and Chesbrough (2003) developed
xplicative models made up of different stages, where knowl-
dge is managed in order to facilitate such innovation. One of
he advantages of working with these models is the possibility of
etailed understanding of the origins of knowledge used as the
asis for innovation, such as applied research, scientific research
nd market needs (Lobosco, Moraes, & Maccari, 2011; Viotti &
acedo, 2003).
Innovation development process can vary from enterprise to
nterprise, being influenced by, among other things, by the sector
f activity or by the size of the company (Conde & Araújo-Jorge,
003). At this point, that emerges the focus of interest of this
esearch, which comes to the innovation development processes
n SMEs. SMEs present a leaner and more flexible structure
hen compared to large companies and can be considered more
rganic than mechanical (Mintzberg, 1989).
In the various classifications of SMEs that exist, there are
alls small and medium technology-based companies, which
erve up highly skilled workforce and few hierarchical levels,
ew departments, when these exist, and proximity to customers.
his means that, in terms of innovation development process,
resent a potential to manage knowledge more quickly than large
ompanies so that be created new production drawings (Moraes
 Lima, 2014).
In the context of regional development, it should be empha-
ized the economic and social benefits that these companies
rovide to the region, especially with regard to the process of
ndustrialization, search for competitiveness and scientific and
echnological development (Berté, 2006). Innovation also pro-
itiates a new opportunity to influence the market direction in
hich the organization is inserted by different attributes devel-
ped in marketed products, which represent a new business
erspective (Schreiber & Bohrer, 2014).
The literature review that supports the present paper did
ot allow us to identify research that explains the innovation
evelopment processes specifically of the small and medium
echnology-based companies. Given the importance of the sub-
ect and the apparent lack of treatment in both national and
nternational literature, this study is justified by its potential to
enerate new knowledge relevant to the search for answers to
he following research question:
How the innovation process occurs in small and medium
echnology-based enterprises located in Metropolitan Region of
araíba Valley and North Cost – Brazil?
This paper is divided into 5 chapters. The first is about the
ntroduction of the chapter in which highlights the research ques-
ion that guided this research. The second chapter is a survey
e
t
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n the literature on the evolution of the understanding of the
nnovation process. The third explains the methodology used
n the research. The fourth chapter highlights the analysis intra
nd cross cases following the precepts of Miles and Huberman
1994) and the last chapter deals with the discussion of the results
nd the conclusion of the study.
volution  of  comprehension  of  innovation  process
The evolution of innovation is characterized by the high
omplexity of actions requiring an unorthodox and integrated
hinking, which results in social acceptance (Kotsemir &
eissner, 2013). Thereby, the term innovation includes new
echnological, economic, social and organizational solutions
hat are not necessarily marketable, in the economic sense and
irect monetary impact, but are applicable and are being used
ithin organizations.
Some authors like Nobelius (2004), Ortt and Van Der Duin
2008) and Kotsemir and Meissner (2013) describe the processes
f innovation in six generations of different models, as shown in
able 1. These models vary in the number and format of stages
f the innovation process; however, in general, three main steps
an be distinguished:
a) Idea (or invention) of “something new (product, service or
process (organizational or technological));
b) Development (production, “doing”) of “something new”;
c) Commercialization (diffusion, “selling”) of “something
new”.
When analyzing Table 1, it was verified that the first model to
rise is the technology push model, which is considered as the
ldest model among models of innovation (Viotti & Macedo,
003). In this model, the development, production and market-
ng of new technologies are seen as a well-defined sequence of
ime, which originates in research activities involved in product
evelopment and leads to the production phase and eventually
he marketing (OCDE, 1992) exemplifies this model in Fig. 1.
Innovation is seen as a linear process and it is assumed that is
y intensive scientific investments produce significant innova-
ions. The challenge for managers is to invest more in research
nd development, which this generation works in isolation.
The market pull model can observe the existence of concern
o the market need, and this is the main difference of the linear
odel. Fig. 2 illustrates the steps in the model.
The market pull model is born with the investigation of the
eeds market, pass through the responsible department for the
esearch and development (R&D) that studies, analyses and the
rocess of generating of new ideas and subsequently develop-
ent of these ideas (Myers & Marquis, 1969).
What draws attention is the importance of market demand
actor of this process, which is equivalent not ignore the influ-
nce of factors such as the scientific basis and the internal and
xternal technological conditions to the firm on innovation. In
he market pull model, there is a question of demand or supply of
echnical progress, absenting questions about other determinants
f technological change.
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Table 1
Evolution of innovation models.
Generation Period Authors of
fundamental ideas
Innovation model Essence of the model
1 1950-s – late 1960-s Usher (1954, 1955) Technology push Linear process
2 Late 1960-s – first
half of 1970-s
Myers and Marquis
(1969)
Market [Need] pull R&D on customer wishes
3 Second half of
1970-er – end of
1980-s
Rothwell and Zegveld
(1985)
Coupling model Interaction of different
functions
4 End of 1980-s – early
1990-s
Kline and Rosenberg
(1986)
Integrated model Simultaneous process with
feedback loops;
“Chain-linked” Model.
5 1990-s Rothwell (1992) Networking model System integration and
networks (SIN)
6 2000-s Chesbrough (2003) Open innovation Innovation collaboration and
multiple exploitation paths.
Source: Kotsemir and Meissner (2013).
Basic
research
Applied
research
Technology demandTechnology offer
Technology
development
Product
development
Production
and
marketing
Fig. 1. Technology push model.
Source: Viotti and Macedo (2003).
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The third generation of the innovation process known as cou-
ling model occurred in the 1970s to the 1980s and looks for
he balance between research, development and market needs
Rothwell, 1994). Rothwell and Zegveld (1985) describe the
oupling model as a logical, continuous sequential process,
hich can be divided into a series of distinct phases, but interact
nd have interdependent step.
The need identified in the market, added to a new technol-
gy of research centers generate a new idea, which in turn, is
eveloped by researchers. Due to the constant monitoring of the
tate of the art in technology and production and, consequently,
f the society and market needs, a new product is developed and
ut on the market as depicted in Fig. 3.
The linear model is theoretically exceeded as reporting
odinho (2003), but this remains unconscious, is often detected
n measures, and programs focused for Science, Technology and
nnovation (ST&I). Adopting this linear concept of innovation
ould induce to the conclusion that high investments in basic
esearch would reflect positively on economic growth.To overcome the limitations imposed by linear approaches,
here are non-linear and interactive approaches, which empha-
ize the central role of design, the effects of feedback between
fi
a
tull model.
i (2003).
he various stages of the linear model and the various interac-
ions between ST&I in all phases, surpassing the more restricted
iew of the linear model of the innovative dynamics.
The fourth model is presented by Kline and Rosenberg (1986)
nd is known as functional integration innovation process, it is
 logical sequence, but not necessarily continuous and linear
here processes return whenever necessary in earlier or later
tage, can be divided in functional series with interdependent
nd interactive steps.
The purpose of this model comes close to meeting the mar-
et needs or consumer satisfaction. It provides a reassessment
f the importance of science and research in the innova-
ion process, giving companies a central position in this
rocess.
This model, on the other hand, emphasizes the effects of feed-
ack between the phases of the linear model described above,
s well as the numerous interactions that every step of the inno-
ation process are established between innovative companies
nd other companies (competitors and suppliers) or between the
rst and industrial users, final consumers (Von Hippel, 2007)
nd organizations of the education system and the scientific and
echnological system.
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New need
Research design
and development
New
technology
Prototype
production Manufacturing
Marketing
and sales
Market
place
Idea
generation
State of the art in technology and production
Needs of society and the marketplace
Fig. 3. Coupling innovation process model.
Source: Rothwell and Zegveld (1985).
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It starts with an idea that materializes responding to a mar-
et need, and there is one point that feedback information, if
ot, investigates itself. There is a close connection between sci-
nce and technology, which allows the exchange of experiences,
nowledge and information, during its development, providing
he necessary corrections in each stage and increasing the possi-
ility of seeking good results. For Kline and Rosenberg (1986) to
pply the knowledge in the process, it gives the model the logic
f the chaining of ideas. Fig. 4 illustrates the model described.
This model aims to present the process of innovation of com-
anies whose capacity for innovation resides in them. The way
ow this process triggers and unfolds, however, is different. In
any companies, the incentive for innovation comes from the
xisting needs in the market, detected by marketing and distri-
ution areas.
The fifth model is the systems integration and network-
ng innovation process defined by Rothwell (1992) which
a
f
( innovation process model.
enberg (1986).
rings the idea that companies do not innovate an iso-
ated way, but is inserted in a context of relations network
ystem with other companies (directly or indirectly) with
he infrastructure of public and private research (universi-
ies and research institutes) and the national and international
conomy.
This model illustrated in Fig. 5 which is contrary to the
odels already presented, because they consider technologi-
al innovation as a set of steps (and these sequential or not).
he central point of this model is inside the company focusing
n the relationships between elements of the system as drivers
f technological innovation process to consider several factors
hat have influence in the process, such as macroeconomic con-
itions, market conditions and communications infrastructure,
nd consider impacts caused by the process in the country’s per-
ormance, as economic growth, job creation and competitiveness
Viotti & Macedo, 2003).
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Training
and
educational
system
Macroeconomic
and regulatory
context
Global
innovation
networks
Regional
systems
Generation,
dissemination
and use of
knowledge
National
innovation
system
Clustering
Market
factors
Communication
infrastructure
Product
market
conditions
Performance of the country (growth, job
creation, competitive edge)
Fig. 5. The system integration and netw
Source: Viotti and M
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Fig. 6. Open innovation model.
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We show that these models are an important source of compet-Source: Chesbrough (2003).
From the systemic model of innovation described above, are
onsidered universities as one of the pillars of the innovative
rocess, which confirms the dynamics of the triple helix. To the
xtent that knowledge becomes an increasingly important input
or socio-economic development, it is natural that the university
hilst an institutional space of generation and transmission of
nowledge, is seen and analyzed as a prominent social actor
Lobosco et al., 2011).
The sixth and last generation, developed by Chesbrough
2003), is the open innovation model that means a change in
he traditional format of innovation. Chesbrough (2003, 2006)
hows that this open format model that focuses on the use of
xternal expertise to assist and accelerate internal innovation
rocess, as shown in Fig. 6.
i
sorking innovation process model.
acedo (2003).
Rahman and Ramos (2010) explain that in terms of process,
pen innovation covers the management and the accumulation
f ideas, knowledge, licenses, intellectual property, patents and
nventions. The authors add that in terms of innovation, it can be
onsidered user-innovation, marketing innovation, cumulative
nnovation and distributed innovation. Therefore, open innova-
ion theory corresponds to a number of innovative approaches
hose basic element is made innovation beyond the research
nd development departments of the organization.
In other words, open innovation incorporates joint efforts of
nternal initiatives to the organization and possible outsourcing
r combination of multiple inputs coming from the external envi-
onment during the process of design and product development.
Noticeably, you see the transition from a closed system of
nnovation to open innovation system. In the closed system, the
evelopment of the idea rarely goes beyond the walls of com-
anies; these seek to obtain competitive advantages, especially
rom the internal capabilities, and the R&D prominent place.
he open system presents a model that not only allows other
ompanies to internalize the knowledge and new technologies
eveloped, creating new opportunities and new challenges, but
lso values the knowledge, experience and external creativity to
he firm, giving rise to new business models.
To sum it up, the six generations of the development pro-
ess of innovation indicate that linked innovative approach to
esearch and development (R&D) is changing and adapting to
he context of major organizational changes (Nobelius, 2004).tive advantage for companies both large as medium and small
ized.
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Table 2
Sample of SMEs.
Name of SMEs Economic activity Number of employee Year of foundation Municipal district
ProShock Their operation is associated to the cycling industry in
Brazil. Manufactures bicycles and wheelchairs.
38 1993 São José dos Campos
TIQ Manufacture of chemical products for textile industry. 55 1991 Tremembé
Troya Production of aircraft structures and tools. 45 2005 São José dos Campos
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Slltec Development and manufacture of products and high
performance structures in composite materials.
ethodology
In order to develop a robust work and consistent with the
esearch needs, we used a qualitative and descriptive approach,
ased on a multiple case study according to Eisenhardt (1989)
ecommendations. This methodological approach was chosen to
dequately serve the purpose of research that is studying how
he innovation process occurs in small and medium technology-
ased enterprises located in Metropolitan Region of Paraíba
alley and North Cost – Brazil.
The sample of this research is presented in Table 2. The cases
ave been chosen intentionally based on the contributions they
ould provide to the study, in other words, the study sample
as characterized as non-probabilistic theoretical and inten-
ional. The companies were selected according to their activities,
ize, year of foundation and developed some kind of innovation.
urrently, cities located in Metropolitan Region of Paraíba Val-
ey and North Cost – Brazil are recognized for their regional
ocation linked to the sectors: aerospace, instruments, motor
ehicles, mechanical metal and fine chemicals. These sectors
re classified as high and medium-high technological intensity
ccording to the OCDE (2011).
The data collection procedure was based on semi-structured
nterviews and in depth with the top managers who are directly
inked with the innovation development process. The interviews
asted on an average duration of one hour and forty-five minutes.
To build the guidelines for the interviews was used as the basis
e model of value chain of innovation developed by Hansen and
irkinshaw (2007). The model of the value chain of innovation,
roposed by the authors, is to analyze innovation as an integrated
rocess, from generation of concept to the diffusion of innova-
ion among other areas of the organization. Table 3 shows the
ivision of value chain in three phases and priorities.
The data analysis procedure was based on intra and cross
ase model set up by Miles and Huberman (1994). This analysis
ims to describe, understand, explain and cross the conceptual
ontent, processes and outcomes of a particular phenomenon in
t
d
o
u
able 3
tages of value chain of innovation.
Generation of idea Con
reation of idea within a unit. Collaboration
between units
Collaboration
with actors from
outside the
company
ource: Hansen and Birkinshaw (2007).200 1995 São José dos Campos
 context of multiple cases and hence develop a more detailed
nderstanding of all cases in the sample (Miles & Huberman,
994).
Complementing the analysis procedure also used two sense-
aking techniques: visual mapping and narrative. Hence, the
arrative strategy aims to provide stories, meanings and mech-
nisms, while the visual mapping assists in forming patterns by
raphical representations (Langley, 1999).
nalysis  of  results
This chapter presents the analysis intra and cross case of
our companies of the research sample. In the analysis, they are
epicted the main elements that helped to answer the research
uestion, which is focused on generating new knowledge about
he process of development of innovation in small and medium
echnology-based enterprises.
ntra  case  analyzes:  PROSHOCK
ProShock is a company founded in 1993 and located in São
osé dos Campos (SP). Its founders used the wide experience to
reate bicycles suspensions. Initially, the company was focused
n the manufacture of bicycles suspensions, as a supplier of
aloi. To study and observe the market began to devote himself
o the manufacture of products with higher added value, and
rom internal research the company developed new products in
ifferent markets. It was noted that the company had the capacity
nd know-how to operate in the manufacturing hand bikes and
heelchairs, emerging a new product brand (Vemex) focused
n assistive technology. The company’s innovation model in
uestion is shown in Fig. 7.
By analyzing, the model of innovation of ProShock observed
he step of generating of ideas. Each project is defined in accor-
ance with the focus to be developed, for example, development
f a new product; improvement of the performance of a prod-
ct already available for sale; and quality improvement project.
version Diffusion
Selection,
screening and
initial funding
Development and
movement of the
idea for a first
result
Propagation and
dissemination
throughout the
organization
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Internal research
Generation of idea
Needs market and
demands market
Market observation
Physiotherapy
departamenta &
rehabilitation sensory
motor engineering
laboratory
Suppliers
UNIVAP
Research and
development (R&D)
Prototype/Tests
Patent/model of utility
Production
SENAI: partnership in
training
Marketing
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related to products
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itoring, providing information and direct feedback from users’
wheelchair partners arose the wheelchair. After the development
and approval of prototypes began production in partnership withFig. 7. Innovation mo
he definitions are made from information derived from cus-
omers, market analysis and internal research development. The
ompany’s efforts have recently focused on the development of
nternal projects, which are designed by the engineering team.
A lot of information that feed the step of generating of ideas
re collected during the post-sale, which provides information
or improvement and changes in products in the customer’s
ision. The projects of new products are balanced with the
ompetitive strategy of the company.
The conversion phase of ideas is seen as the development
rocess of products, which includes from the selection and pri-
ritization of ideas until its commercialization. The engineering
epartment discusses the technological requisites and checks the
easibility of the project development, in addition to consider-
ng the development goals, the application characteristics, the
esponsibilities of each area, and production parameters of each
anufacturing area.
At this stage, the conversion of ideas is signed coopera-
ion networks and information networks for the development
f projects, in addition to funding for its implementation. There
re also a partnership with Cycling Club of São José dos Cam-
os and the University of Vale do Paraíba (UNIVAP), through
he Physiotherapy Department & Rehabilitation Sensory Motor
ngineering Laboratory (LERSM), to develop products focused
n the market directed at para-cycling athletes in hand cycle
ategory. ffdopted by ProShock.
The development of assistive technology arises from a project
f developing a wheelchair with damping and electronic control
ystem. This project was supported financially when received
pproval in the public call of economic subsidy to innovation
n 2008 the Funding Authority for Studies and Projects (in Por-
uguese: Financiadora  de  Estudos  e Projetos  – FINEP1).
After two years of the beginning was presented the first
orking prototype of the wheelchair suspension. The prototype
as tested in the laboratory with fatigue test according to the
tandard ABNT NBR 7176 – WHEELCHAIRS, and field for
wo wheelchair users.
Based on the obtained findings, the company signed a part-
ership with SENAI in São Paulo Innovation Program, and in
011 started the development of the second phase of the project:
he prototype of the improvement to the design of a vehicle that
ncludes all the above requirements.
In this context of innovative ideas, project with financial sup-
ort from FINEP, partnership with SENAI, and findings reported
n practice by the technical staff of the company with the mon-1 Funding Authority for Studies and Projects is an organization of the Brazilian
ederal government under the Ministry of Science of Technology, devoted to
unding of science and technology in the country.
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The input of information in the generation of ideas is given
by customer needs, which are captured and transformed intoF.M. Silva et al. / RAI Revista de Adm
ENAI, which annually reserve vacancies for company employ-
es in training courses.
Marketing is done at site and specialty shops, and a strong
resence on social networks draws attention. The after-sales
hase begins immediately after the time of acquisition of
he product. With a focus on collection of information from
ustomers for maintenance of post-purchase relationship and
ustomer satisfaction and therefore the process of generating of
deas is feedback.
Hansen and Birkinshaw (2007) highlight the role of commu-
ication at any stage of the process. In the case of ProShock
bserved the intense internal and external information flow. It
s observed that the ProShock not innovates alone and having
n innovation model similar to Coupling Innovation Process
odel. It is inserted into a networking relationship with universi-
ies (UNIFEI, UNIVAP), technical schools (SENAI), suppliers,
ycling club in the city of São José dos Campos (SP) and general
sers.
In the construction of this model finds the sharing of infor-
ation throughout the process. The relationships that integrate
his model are built in order to meet market needs and consumer
atisfaction.
Attention should be paid to the effects of feedback between
he stages of development and interactions present in each stage
f the process, because they allow the inclusion of information
nd adjustments required in addition to the constant development
f knowledge.
ntra  case  analyzes:  Tremembé  Indústrias  Químicas
TIQ)
TIQ was founded in 1991 in the city of Tremembé, and its
erformance is domestic and operates in the chemical segment
ith specialties developed mainly for textile industry and also
articipates in the sugar and ethanol industry and water and paper
reatment, developing, continuously often in partnership with its
ustomers, new products that respond to rapid changes in these
ectors.
Based on interviews with the managers responsible for the
evelopment of products and processes of TIQ was presented
raphically a model of innovation development, shown in Fig. 8.
For the construction of the model began the analysis by the
tage of generating of ideas, which is fed by market needs, which
re captured by a team of employees that is the Department of
pplications.
This department is composed of professionals and board
embers, and is designed to control information that enters and
eaves the company. There is a feedback and traffic informa-
ion. Around two years ago, the generation of ideas is also fed
y replacement of products, which for legal and environmental
ssues are required to be replaced.
With the approval of the directors, the idea is or is not con-
inuity in the development process, afterward goes to research
nd development in which is tested and defined the parameters
equired for a complete specification. The department applica-
ions are present both at the stage of generating of ideas as the
t
w
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onversion of ideas phase. The R&D laboratory is responsible
or the development of parameters and productive means.
Research and development does not have many partners for
ooperation, for example, there is only a close relationship with
uppliers and this thanks to the personal efforts of the team, and
 proximity to the Lorena campus of University of São Paulo in
nvolving the literature use directed the implementation of the
ompany, acting as a source of information.
The team of R&D aims at create new products, developing
ormulations (laboratory scale) and applying the means of pro-
uction (large-scale production). The TIQ maintains a minimum
umber of new products to be developed (6–10), which in the
ords of the respondents is easily overcome. Regarding the pro-
uction process there is an internal focus on actions that focus
n greater efficiency, quality, and reduction in production cycle.
Financial indicators that demonstrate process costs before
nd after the change continuously evaluate these actions: R&D
ot only engaged in the development, but also in continuous
mprovement processes. With regard to marketing, TIQ sought
o circumvent the presence of a distributor and engaged in the
ale to the end-user companies, giving the necessary technical
upport.
The company has an innovation model similar to chain inter-
ctions. During the construction of this model notes to the
nternal sharing of information throughout the process. Attention
hould be paid to the effects of feedback between the stages of
evelopment and interactions present in each stage of the process
ecause it allows the inclusion of information and adjustments
equired in addition to the constant development of knowledge.
his model of operation and development of innovation is still
nder construction, and its development is one of the goals of
he company directors.
ntra  case  analyzes:  TROYA
The beginning of the company took place in 2003, and ini-
ially participating in the incubation process of Incubaero,2 was
ounded by three engineers who were already active in the
erospace segment as Embraer professionals.
The company is dedicated to the aeronautical market and
pecializes in the process of aircraft structures. It has a great
nowledge in the drafting, design and manufacturing of tool-
ng, but has developed projects for wind energy (design for
ecsis Company) and automotive industries, according to its
now-how. Currently 90% of its activities are devoted to the
eronautical market.
Based on interviews with the Troya’s top management drew
p graphically the innovation development model, shown in2 Incubaero is a business incubator and projects created by Casimiro Mon-
enegro Filho Foundation to develop the aerospace industry, in partnership
ith the General Command of Aerospace Technology/Technological Institute
f Aeronautics and technological finance agencies.
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Substitutions for suitable
products
Needs market and
demands market
Market observation
Generation of idea
Department of
applications
Research and
development (R&D)
Prototype/tests
Production
Marketing Link of diffusion of
idea
Link of conversion of
idea
Link of generation of idea
Suppliers
Basic research
(USP –
LORENA)
Belgian
company
Fig. 8. Innovation model adopted by TIQ.
Needs market and
demands market
Generation of idea
Customer Research anddevelopment (R&D) -
engineering
Suppliers
Link of generation of
idea
Link of conversion of
idea
Link of diffusion of
idea
Standards of the aeronautical
and defense industry
Prototype/test/
structural analysis
CTA
Customer
Budget
Production
Outsorcers
Marketing
Suppliers
National and international
customers
Suppliers
Fig. 9. Innovation model adopted by Troya.
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Internal research Needs market and
demands market
Funding institute for science,
technology and innovation
Suppliers
Research and
development (R&D)
Education
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Institute of
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technology
Information of
customers and users Enterprises (Benchmarking)
Link of diffusion of
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Link of conversion of
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Link of generation of
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olutions for the Engineering Department, which is responsible
or research and development of ideas and involve suppliers if
ecessary.
With the endorsement of managers and after critical analysis
he idea has or has not continuity in the development process
ence begins the conversion of ideas with the creation of the
rototype, which initially consists in creating a virtual model
odeled in CATIA software and structural analysis by Nas-
ran software. With the customer’s approval, the approved piece
oes to budget and production department, and then the product
eturns to the prototype stage and physical tests.
The link diffusion of ideas starts with the production and
nvolves suppliers and the need to outsource some stage of
roduction is evaluated. This phase involves national and inter-
ational stakeholders, located in Chile, Canada, Portugal and
pain.
After production has the commercialization. The Troya
perates in the domestic and international market, serving, in
razil, Embraer and all its suppliers, for example, Latecoere,
obraer, and small enterprises. In the international market, it
eets the medium and large companies, as Ogma in Portugal
nd Alestis Spain.
In relation to production processes, the internal focus is on
ctions that have reduced costs, maintaining quality and meeting
eadlines. The company evaluates its development by financial
p
p
ol adopted by Alltec.
ndicators that prioritize revenues, in addition to indicators of
mbraer’s suppliers, seeking to supply index 98%.
During the interview, the top manager has made clear his
oncern with the training of staff with the intention of preparing
hem better to serve their customers, because in Troya view,
uality of the workforce ensures product quality.
The Troya presents a functional integration innovation pro-
ess model, which has internal and external feedback during
he development process. Interactions should be highlighted
ecause the company interacts with renowned institutions like
TA and CTA, and also interact with Embraer, which has an
mportant position in the global aeronautical industry.
ntra  case  analyzes:  Alltec  composities
Two former employees of EMBRAER founded the Alltec
ompany in 1995 in São José dos Campos and has its activ-
ties focused on the manufacture of components in composite
aterials applicable to the aeronautical, aerospace and defense
ndustry. In 2013, received of Embraer the award for best sup-
lier of the year in the category Compounds Technology.
Based on interviews with top managers of Alltec, we
resented graphically in Fig. 10, the model of development
f innovation. The interview was conducted with two top
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anagers, and to prepare the construction of the model began
y observing the idea generation stage.
The input information in the generation of ideas is given by
ustomer needs. During the interview, the representatives of the
nnovation process make it clear that the company is focused on
o meet these needs.
In the Engineering Department of the needs are identified,
ategorized, and formulates possible solutions. During this stage
f development are involved suppliers and renowned educa-
ional institutions (ITA, UNIFESP, UFABC, UNITAU, FEG) and
esearch (IPT and CTA). A relevant point in the Alltec model
s the network of relationships that is formed by the company
n all phases: are many higher education institutions, research
nstitutes, and companies and partner laboratories.
Link of conversion of ideas is primarily engaged in the con-
truction of prototypes and carrying out tests for approval of
aterial as to its constitution, and physicochemical properties
s to its application. At this stage they are involved partner
aboratories and educational and research institutions.
Link of diffusion of idea begins with the production, which
s directly involved in the innovation process, because it is the
eedback for continuous improvement actions and reduction of
ead-time, among others. After production has the commercial-
zation, that serving Embraer in Brazil. The company has little
nternational presence, and evaluates its development through
nancial measures that prioritize revenues.
The Alltec presents an innovation model similar to functional
ntegration innovation process model, which has internal and
xternal feedback during the development process. Interactions
igned worth mentioning, because it is a well-developed focused
n meeting customer needs.
ross  case  analyzes
Companies present the phase of generating of ideas, their
onversion into results, product development, until marketing,
upported in their daily practices. It is not a consciously adopted
nd systemic model, with a well-defined goal.
The theory developed by Hansen and Birkinshaw (2007)
ecomposes the phase of generation of idea in three steps: (a)
ollaboration within the unit; (b) collaboration between units;
nd (c) collaboration with external parties. The companies stud-
ed have only one unit, and this characteristic cannot verify the
ollaboration between units.
Table 4 shows the comparison between the surveyed com-
anies in the process of generating ideas, whose priority is
he collaboration within the unit and with external parties. The
ompanies’ present cooperation within their units, but the big
ifference between them is how they do this collaboration.
In Proshock, collaboration occurs mainly by responsible
etween R & D, represented by the Engineering and Proto-
ypes and Tests Department. There are a strong after-sales team’s
ctivities with respect the collection of information on traded
roducts, thus feeding the process of generating of ideas.
In other companies, TIQ, Troya and Alltec, internal
ollaboration involves the sectors responsible for R&D, Pro-
otyping and Testing, Production and Sales Department. In all
e
t
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ompanies surveyed, there are involved in all areas, be more
irect or indirect way. In all, there is a concern of developing
n enabling environment for innovation. This concern can be
emonstrated by investments in employee training.
With regard to collaboration with external parties, the cooper-
tion relations between companies and other institutions play a
ignificant role with regard to learning, dissemination of knowl-
dge, innovative capacity, and therefore competitiveness.
Cooperation between companies seeks to meet certain needs
hat would hardly be satisfied acting individually, the need to
ombine skills and use know-how of other companies; share
he burden for carrying out technological research, development
nd sharing the knowledge gained; offer higher quality products
nd more diversified lines; increase the competitive strength of
ction for market of external insertion; strengthen the purchasing
ower; share resources, especially those underutilized; and share
isks and costs to generate new opportunities.
It is noteworthy that the companies surveyed have some rela-
ionship with external sources. Some present this point more
learly and with greater intensity, like ProShock and Troya while
he TIQ presents initial way but with the intention of expansion.
Table 5 shows the phase of conversion of idea; it evaluates
ts priorities, and compares the companies. At the stage of con-
ersion (selection, prioritization and funding ideas), companies
re found structured by aligning its activities with its strategic
eeds.
The ProShock, TIQ and Troya are remarkable for a structure
hat uses multidisciplinary teams and a high standardization of
rocesses. Only ProShock and Troya redefine its competitive
trategy, operating and developing its know-how in the develop-
ent of new products and activities in other markets.
In the conversion of idea can find a common barrier to
ll companies, which is the funding of ideas. To strengthen
his stage is necessary to encourage the use of government
unds in addition to the use of special credit lines for small
usiness.
Of the companies surveyed, the ProShock and Alltec have
rojects funded by FINEP. The Troya signalled interest in
he economic subsidy of its projects, but did not finalize the
aperwork for public notices and does not have expected to
o it.
Of the companies surveyed, the ProShock presented result-
ng patents of its development, and a total there are six patent
pplications. Already the TIQ and Troya did not have this con-
ern. Table 6 shows the comparison of companies in the phase
f diffusion of ideas.
In this phase of diffusion of ideas, dissemination in the orga-
ization and in the market, ProShock and Troya developed new
usiness models from developed products, although Troya has
referred to keep in the aeronautical market for tradition and
tability of relations providing the business. The TIQ offers a
ide range of products and services and operates in outsourcing
ervices to other companies.
Regarding the dissemination of the project and of new knowl-
dge is a necessary routine followed by all companies, especially
o fulfill the requirements of regulatory standards and also by
ustomer participation in the innovation process.
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Table 4
Comparison of phase of generation of ideas.
Phase Priorities ProShock TIQ Troya Alltec
Generation of Idea
Collaboration
within the unit
Internal collaboration is
made between the sectors,
especially among those
responsible for R&D
(Engineering),
Prototypes, and tests. The
after sale acts feeding the
process with ideas
collected with customers
and users.
Search the collaboration
between all sectors
involved with processes
and products, such as
R&D, production or sales.
There is collaboration
between the Engineering
responsible for R&D
(Engineering), and
Prototypes and Testing
and Production.
The collaboration takes
place between all sectors
involved with processes
and products, such as
R&D, Production.
Collaboration with
external parties
There is external
collaboration (customers,
users, universities and
others). It is signed
cooperation networks and
information.
There is the start of an
external collaboration
with respect to basic
research (USP-Lorena),
and there is interest in
expanding these
networks.
There are external
collaboration (Customers,
users, CTA, national and
international companies
and others), and are
signed cooperation
networks and information.
There is external
collaboration (customers,
users, universities,
institute of science and
technology and others),
and are signed
cooperation networks and
information.
Table 5
Comparison of phase of conversion of idea.
Phase Priorities ProShock TIQ Troya Alltec
Conversion of Idea
Evaluation and
Funding
The new product designs
are balanced with the
competitive strategy of
the company. There are
development projects
with economic subsidies
(FINEP).
The projects are
developed with own
resources, working within
the chemical segment for
the textile industry, which
proved to be very wide.
The new product designs
are balanced with the
company’s
competitiveness strategy,
working in product
development in other
sectors, if its market to
show lazy (automotive,
energy).
The new product designs
are balanced with the
competitive strategy of
the company. There are
development projects
with economics subsidies
(FINEP).
Development of
ideas into
products, services
or new business
The company is dedicated
to the manufacture of
products with higher
added value, conduction
internal research.
Developed new products
in different markets.
It identified the capacity
and know-how to be
making hand bikes and
wheelchairs. Appeared a
new brand of products
(Vemex) focused on
assistive technology.
The company is dedicated
to the chemical segment
in the textile market, but
its R&D team works on
several fronts, ranging
from the creation of new
products, adequacy due to
legislation changes,
continuous improvement;
development processes;
and outsourcing
manufacturing to the
other markets.
The company is dedicated
especially to the
aerospace industry and
may realign its
competitive strategy, if
necessary. The activities
are global. The focus of
development is the
attention to customer
needs.
The company is dedicated
especially to the
aerospace industry and
can align their
competitive strategy, if
necessary. The focus of
development is the
attention to customer
needs.
Table 6
Comparison of phase of diffusion of idea.
Phase Priorities ProShock TIQ Troya Alltec
Diffusion of Idea Disseminate and
apply the ideas inside
and outside the
organization
It is inserted into a
relationship with
universities networking
(UNIFEI, UNIVAP),
technical schools
(SENAI), suppliers,
cycling club located in
São José dos Campos –
Brazil and users in
general.
The company’s focus is
on the internal
development of its
processes, and the
creation of new products.
The company belongs to
an important regional
context, relating to
various external actors.
Its focus is the
development of solutions
for the aeronautical
industry, but because of
its know-how has worked
on other fronts while
needed.
The company belongs to
an important regional
context, relating to
various external actors.
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iscussion  and  conclusion
Innovation is a widespread issue, particularly with regard
o competitiveness and tool for business survival, since being
ble to do something that no one else can, and do it bet-
er than the other. This represents a significant competitive
dvantage.
The central objective of this paper was to understand how
he innovation process occurs in small organizations. With the
esults, we conclude that small enterprises do not innovate alone,
ecause they have an established contact network that have a
trong connection with the activities developed by the companies
urveyed. Despite all the obstacles, there is the relationship with
niversities, technical schools in the region and other companies,
oth large and small and medium-sized.
The development of innovation is strongly influenced among
ther things by industry sector and by the size of the company
Conde & Araújo-Jorge, 2003). It is possible to observe that
he companies of the aeronautical industry, the development of
nnovation mainly gives because of the customer requirements,
hile in other sectors seeks to meet new markets as a way of
urvival.
Innovation is driven by the ability to establish relation-
hips, opportunity detection and take advantage of them (Tidd,
essant, & Pavitt, 2008), and this was observed in four com-
anies surveyed. Innovation processes of companies are usually
upported by their relationships with other companies and orga-
izations. Relations of competition and conflict or trust and
artnership on different levels can represent these ways of inter-
ction of local actors with external actors.
The authors also argue that the type of interaction also
equires information on the number and types of actors involved;
otivations and objectives; frequency; intensity and duration;
roblems and difficulties of the interactions (Cassiolato &
astres, 2005).
Through analysis, we can see that companies provide to
he aeronautical and defense industry have as a starting point
he compliance with the requirements specified by customers.
very process is unleashed before the customer needs, while
ompanies selling products themselves are concerned to collect
nformation on the market.
Companies linked to defense and aeronautical form partner-
hips, especially the requirement of the region’s industry and
eographic proximity to CTA, ITA, and Army aviation. The
ther companies have their starting point both internal research,
nd the observed needs in the market.
These companies have more difficult in its activities and
evelopment of products and processes. Such difficulty is
ecause they are not within an activity that characterizes the
egion, hence it is more difficult to establish partnerships and
evelop technologies.
Hansen and Birkinshaw (2007) emphasize the importance
f the role of communication at any stage of this process, con-
rming the idea that innovation does not happen in isolation. Thearger the network of relationships of SMEs will be the largest
evelopment achieved (Cross, Hargadon, Parise, & Thomas,
007).
c
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Ideas emerge and turn a project in development when the
arious opinions are integrated, but they often arise from
nstructured way or observation of market needs. Even if unin-
entionally, companies build external networks of relationships
nd involve their employees in multidisciplinary groups.
Other factor that it is equally important is the institutional
nvironment, which these companies operate, because it affects
he innovation (Albagli & Maciel, 2004). If there is no inte-
ration between the technical, marketing, R & D, and others
nvolved in the innovation process, the groups promoted inter-
ally will generate many ideas that will be evaluated in isolation
fter a long process, instead of being immediately vetoed earlier.
Hamel (1999) shows how the models of temporary partici-
ation in projects can contribute to the exchange of knowledge
nd generation of ideas, and to Cross et al. (2007) innovations
re created through networks and groups of persons who work
armoniously.
This statement was proven in the numbers of generated ideas
nd projects in companies and how employee participation is
ctive mainly in the stages of generation and development of
deas. Another important point concerns the iteration between
tages of the model. This topic was not addressed in Hansen and
irkinshaw’s article (2007), but it was found in the study that
he diffusion phase can feed back into the product development
hase.
Innovation in small and medium technology-based compa-
ies occurs in a very particular way and adapts according to the
haracteristics and its leaders of company’s own. The relation-
hips established in this process differ and those established in
arge companies and it is necessary to understand them, since
heir importance is mainly recognized with regard to socioeco-
omic benefits brought to the region.
The Metropolitan Region of the Paraíba Valley and North
oast – Brazil presents several interaction possibilities, such as
he significant number of public research organizations, technol-
gy mediation organizations, incubators, political institutions,
egional development agencies, and educational organizations,
s well as a large number of companies.
Briefly, we concluded that the small and medium technology-
ased companies not innovate in a systematic way, but an
ntuitive way and focused on the ideas of its founders. Innova-
ion is developed mainly focused on meeting the requirements
f customers and market needs. The formation of partnerships
s primarily by market requirements or development of prod-
cts and processes, but is viewed with fear by managers and
ntrepreneur.
The small and medium technology-based companies proved
ighly adaptable and flexible in their management practices and
nnovation, even though it has few resources to invest in R&D.
n the other hand, these organizations use the various positive
spects that have to launch innovations that do not require large
nancial expenditure, especially in innovating their processes
nd products, and seeking alternative ways to launch innovationsThe contributions of this paper were both in the academic
ontext and in the corporate. In the academic context, the study
as contributed to advances in research carried out in Brazil
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n the innovation field of knowledge. Thus developed the sys-
ematization of an analysis model, which contributed to the
etter understanding of how occurs the process of innovation in
mall and medium technology-based companies. In the corpo-
ate context, the models presented will contribute to improving
he innovation management analyzed companies, helping to
aximize results.
Finally, although it has been achieved the objective proposed
n this paper, the survey has limitations. A limiting factor was
he accessibility of company information was restricted because
ome top managers did not feel comfortable to disclose data
reated as confidential, mainly related to strategy and financial
ssues. Another limitation was the small number of selected
ases, with information that reflect, for the most part, the point
f view of the top managers.
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